
Minutes of the Sunset Mesa Property Owners Association’s 
Board Meeting 

February 21, 2016 

 
02/21/16 at 9:45 am called to order: 
 
Present at today’s Board Meeting: 

Linda Kaye  Present 
Anne Burkin  NOT Present 
Marco Rufo  Present 
Gregg Bernstein Present 
Nancy Posner  Present 
 
 

January 27, 2016 minutes posted: 
Approved and Accepted. 
 
Architecture Committee Site Visits and Determinations/Minutes: 
The following took place on February 07, 2016. Schedules are posted at the community 
Website, www.sunsetmesa.org, under the Architecture Committee tab. Architect Committee  
 
Go to website and get results for AC visits. 

1. 9:15 AM 3644 Oceanhill Way (Ransiers): Review Construction plans - Not Approved 
2. 9:30 AM 18338 Wakecrest (Shubin): Review Construction Plans – Pending Revised Plans 
3. 10:00 AM 3817 Surfwood (Behzad/Bloemer): OVI by 3831 Surfwood – ADR Approved 

Letter Sent; 18105 Wakecrest – LOD Letter sent  
4. 10:30 AM 3929 Malibu Vista (Roit/Rickley): Review Construction plans - Approved 
5. 11:00 AM 18431 Kingsport (Kaye): OVI by 18439 (Galias) & 18425 Wakecrest (Dent) – 

LOD to be sent 

The architect committee (AC) maintains their own set of records and minutes.  The Board 
receives these minutes and the AC’s recommendations.  The Board takes these 
recommendations and supports the AC in their distribution of the Letters of Determination 
(LOD.)   This LOD approves, disapproves or needs more information.  It is the same for 
determining an OVI.  If a homeowner receives this notice of OVI they have 30 days to respond 
and/or cure.  If they do not respond the AC advises the Board and the Board issues a notice of 
Arbitration for Dispute Resolution (ADR).  All homeowners are encouraged to resolve their 
issues with their neighbors.  When they cannot, ADR will at the homeowner’s expense. 

 



Getty Update: 

Last month it was reported that the Getty intended to have their turn around approved at a 
community hearing.  Getty has posted 8-1/2x11 notices on small stakes at both the entrance 
(where no stops can be made) – and one at the exit – again where no one can stop – with a 
hearing date of February 22, 2016 at 1:00pm.  Although Getty sent this notice by mail they only 
sent to the homeowners within 100 feet of the museum.  When a single homeowner 
communicated this correspondence to the Board a Community Alert was prepared and hand 
delivered to every home (see attached document).  The Alert advised homeowners to 
participate in any way they could, including attending the hearing as well as emailing their 
support of opposition.  As of the writing of these minutes we received communication that at 
least 10 homeowners would be attending the hearing, including Natasha Roit, Becky Rickley, 
Gregg Bernstein, Nancy Posner, Marco Rufo and Linda Kaye. 
 
Why does the SMPOA oppose the turn around?   
We strongly oppose the turnaround because Getty has failed to communicate how this would 
impact our already mounting issues with the traffic caused by Getty’s revision to their original 
Conditional Use Permit (CUP).  We have continued to report that the Getty’s failure to adhere 
to the original CUP was evidenced by the increasing traffic being rerouted onto Coastline when 
they closed the Los Liones gate to incoming and outgoing traffic except for employees and tour 
buses.  The long lines at the entrance on PCH have severely impacted the neighborhood’s 
ability to get around the traffic queued up at that entrance. With the increased walk in traffic 
from the view deck and the rerouting of the now closed exit of Los Liones, Coastline is bearing 
the full burden of all traffic exiting the Getty by car.   Further the limited presentations Getty 
provided fail to reveal to what extent the turn around’s construction will impact an already 
troubled hillside. Their position is they are improving traffic by containing it on premise.  They 
ignore the sacrifice this will have on RH turn lane traffic.  Although not discussed, the increased 
walk-in traffic may have created an increased demand for their shuttle.  However they have 
presented this cost saving measure as a good corporate deed of reducing traffic on PCH.  The 
problem with this is that exiting on Los Liones has far less traffic and more space to exit.  The 
turnaround is planned to be located on the same 1 lane driveway all cars enter from PCH and 
exit onto Coastline from.  You will have bottlenecking at worst, and more cars queued outside 
on PCH at best.  For the past several months geological shoring and retainer walls have been 
installed at the neighboring property, revealing the shifting nature of this hillside.  At no time 
has Getty shown any geological plans although they plan on making an incision in the hillside.  
Although we’ve requested updated traffic studies numerous times we have gotten nothing. At a 
minimum they would have likely reviewed and approved those traffic studies when the view 
deck was constructed.  To date all requests for documents associated with the revisions to their 
CUP have gone ignored.    

              



Treasurer’s Report: 
 

 
 
Farmer’s Insurance check mailed for $3,945.00 for E&O insurance 
 
New Business: 
Statement of Information’s for the SMPOA needs to be filed; a check for $20.00 was voted on 
and approved. 
 
Board voted on the Sunset Mesa Local Area Disclosure (SMLAD) see attached -Approved.  
Sunset Mesa Local Area Disclosure (SMLAD) will be sent vial first class mail to all residences 
giving them notification of such.  
 
Motion made that the board will explore the possibility of issuing/creating and charging for a 
certified HOA package, subject to legal department review and approval. The Board will charge 
a fee of $495.00 and extra copies are $5 per page for additional copies. 
 
Board has a new revised form: SUNSET MESA PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION DECISION OF 
THE ARCHITECTURE COMMITTEE (see attached)  







 

SUNSET MESA PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION 

DECISION OF THE ARCHITECTURE COMMITTEE 

DATE:  __________________ 

Dear ____________________________________________________________ 

Thank you for submitting your plans and/or request for service to the Architecture 
Committee (“AC”). 

On _________________, the AC conducted a site visit and now issues the 
following decision: 

PLANS:  Your plans are: 

APPROVED  
REJECTED  
REQUIRE ADDITIONAL  INFORMATION 

If “Require Additional Information” is marked, the additional Information 

requested is:  ____________________________________________________ 

OVI:  Your Ocean View Interference (“OVI”) complaint was 

VERIFIED 
NOT VERIFIED 

If OVI was “Verified”, it consisted of:  

Trees/Shrubs/Hedges  
Fence(s) 
Structure(s) 
Other:_______________________________________ 

If OVI was “Verified”, a request for corrective action will be sent to the 
homeowner(s). 

__________________________ 
ARCHITECTURE COMMITTEE 



 
SUNSET MESA  

LOCAL AREA DISCLOSURE 
TRACT NUMBERS: 26458, 26459, 26460, 26461,  

27152, 27604, 28072 AND 28339 
 
 
SUBJECT PROPERTY:   ___________________________________________________________ 
 
INTRODUCTION AND DISCLAIMER:  This Sunset Mesa Local Area Disclosure (SMLAD) is intended to 
provide information which may impact Buyer's decision to purchase a property in Sunset Mesa (“the 
Property”).  The SMLAD does not relieve Seller or Broker from making disclosures legally required of 
them, nor does it eliminate Buyer's duty to conduct a thorough physical inspection of the Property. 
Buyer is advised to investigate and obtain additional information on all issues of concern and not to 
rely solely on the information received from Seller, Broker, or SMLAD.   The SMLAD is intended to 
provide additional information regarding Sunset Mesa and the Property, but does not relieve the 
Buyer or any other person or entity from reading the documents, doing their own due diligence, or 
seeking and obtaining information necessary to make informed decisions. 
 
COVENANTS, CONDITIONS & RESTRICTIONS (“CC&Rs”):  Sunset Mesa has been and continues to be 
governed by CC&Rs.  It is your responsibility to obtain, review, and understand the CC&Rs.  A copy of 
the operative CC&Rs is also available on SMPOA’s website, www.sunsetmesa.org.  By signing below, 
you acknowledge having obtained/received, read, and understood the operative CC&Rs. 
 
BY-LAWS:  Sunset Mesa Property Owners Association (“SMPOA”) is also governed by By-Laws.  It is 
your responsibility to obtain, review, and understand the By-Laws.  A copy of the operative By-Laws is 
also available on SMPOA’s website, www.sunsetmesa.org.  By signing below, you acknowledge having 
obtained/received, read, and understood the operative By-Laws. 
 
DUES:  Dues are mandatory.  Current dues are $100 per year.  The Property has outstanding dues in 
the amount of $____________.  By signing below, you acknowledge and represent that you have 
been advised of these outstanding dues and that this full amount shall be paid to SMPOA prior to 
close of escrow.  Checks should be made payable to SMPOA and delivered to _________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
CC&R VIOLATIONS:  To the extent known to SMPOA, the Property _____ is or ____ is not in violation 
of the CC&Rs.  The violations consist of the following:  ______________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The Property purchase and/or transfer is subject to said violations.  SMPOA reserves all rights with 
respect to any potential additional violations which are not observable without access to the Property 
and/or which have not yet been subject to neighbor complaints. 
 
______________________________   _______________________ 
BUYER(S)      DATE 
 
______________________________   _______________________ 
BUYER(S)      DATE 

http://www.sunsetmesa.org/
http://www.sunsetmesa.org/

